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Date: ~ Re : os PBa, Dallas 

- FBI File No. j ¢ 
Re: ASSASSYNATION oF oe () PRESIDENT JOHN F, KENNEDY, Ao fF 11/22/83, DALLAS, TSxas ‘e Y 

pared 
- Specimens received 3S35/S84 

Q553 Windshield from Presidential Limousine 

Results of czamination: 

the windshield, 549, 4s lawinated safety glass which Consists of two pileses of giass bonded together by 8 plastic inner layer. 

The windshield has been struck Dy an objeet at the poing ao waach cracss in the glass Jian. This point is within an SEeR cixcled in red on the windshisid, Tae Cracss, which radiate frou this polat, are present only in the outer layer of giass, Hinute ivagnenta of glass ave missing from the outside surface of the Cuter isyer of glass at the confluence of the cracks, Ip addition, scrapings, previously identified &S specinen O15, were obtained from the inside surface of the windshield in the Jumediate aFeR of the point of impact and these scrspings were previously 2dentified as isad, 

Waen laminated giass ig struck, the piece of glass opoesite the side of ampact is put inte a state of tension which PeS¥lts in cracks in the giases opposite the side of impact, These eracss radiate from the point of impact. 

Zé was therefore concluded that the cracks resulted from the windshield haying been struck from the insides that 2S, frow the rear of the vehicle,
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